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Evidence obtained from clinical practice settings that compares alter-
native treatments is an important source of information about popu-
lations and end points for which randomized clinical trials are unavail-

able or infeasible.1 Unlike clinical
trials, which strive to ensure pa-
tient characteristics are compa-
rable across treatment groups

through randomization, observational studies must attempt to adjust
for differences (ie, confounding). This is frequently addressed with a
propensity score (PS) that summarizes differences in patient charac-
teristics between treatment groups. The PS is the probability that each
individual will be assigned to receive the treatment of interest given
their measured covariates.2 Matching or weighting on the PS is used
to adjust comparisons between the 2 groups being compared.2,3

In an article in JAMA Cardiology, Mehta et al evaluated the
association between angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
(ACEIs), angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), or both with test-
ing positive for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2), the virus that causes coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19), in 18 472 patients who were tested in the Cleveland
Clinic Health System between March 8, 2020, and April 12, 2020.4

Overlap weighting5,6 based on the PS was used to adjust for con-
founding in the comparison of 2285 patients who had been treated
with ACEIs/ARBs with 16 187 patients who did not receive ACEIs/
ARBs. After adjustment, there was no significant association
between ACEI/ARB use and testing positive for SARS-CoV-2.

Use of the Method
Why Is Overlap Weighting Used?
Overlap weighting is a PS method that attempts to mimic impor-
tant attributes of randomized clinical trials: a clinically relevant tar-
get population, covariate balance, and precision. The target popu-
lation is the group of patients for whom the conclusions are
drawn.3 Balance refers to the similarity of patient characteristics
across treatment, which is an important condition to avoid bias.
Precision denotes the certainty about the estimate of association
between the treatment and the outcome of interest; more precise
estimates have narrower CIs and greater statistical power.
Although classic PS methods of inverse probability of treatment
weighting (IPTW) and matching can adjust for differences in mea-
sured characteristics,2,3 these methods have potential limitations
with respect to target population, balance, and precision.5

Conventional IPTW assigns a weight of 1/PS for treated and
1/(1 − PS) for untreated patients, allowing individuals with underrep-
resented characteristics to count more in the analysis.3 Matching op-
erates differently by taking each treated study participant and find-
ing the closest PS match among controls, usually within a bound. In
observational data, in which the initial differences in treatment groups

may be large, these methods can modify the target population,3 fail
to achieve good balance, or substantially worsen precision.5

Overlap weighting overcomes these limitations by assigning
weights to each patient that are proportional to the probability of
that patient belonging to the opposite treatment group.6 Specifi-
cally, treated patients are weighted by the probability of not receiv-
ing treatment (1 − PS) and untreated patients are weighted by the
probability of receiving the treatment (PS). These weights are smaller
for extreme PS values so that outliers who are nearly always treated
(PS near 1) or never treated (PS near 0) do not dominate results and
worsen precision, as occurs with IPTW. These outliers contribute rela-
tively less to the result, while patients whose characteristics are com-
patible with either treatment contribute relatively more (Figure, A
and B). The resulting target population mimics the characteristics
of a pragmatic randomized trial that is highly inclusive, excluding no
study participants from the available sample but emphasizing the
comparison of patients at clinical equipoise. Moreover, overlap
weighting has desirable statistical properties. It leads to exact bal-
ance on the mean of every measured covariate when the PS is es-
timated by a logistic regression and is proven to optimize precision
of the estimated association between treatment and outcomes
among a large class of PS weighting methods, including IPTW and
an analogue to matching.6 Overlap weighting can be as efficient as
randomization if no adjustment was needed.5

What Are the Limitations of Overlap Weighting?
Like all PS methods, overlap weighting cannot adjust for patient char-
acteristics that are not measured and included in the model for the
PS. It is important to identify confounding variables from the litera-
ture, attempt to include them in the analysis, and recognize poten-
tial bias due to unmeasured factors. For applications in which the
initial imbalances in patient characteristics between treatment
groups are modest, overlap weighting yields similar results to IPTW.
The advantages of overlap weighting are greatest when compara-
tor groups are initially very different.

Why Did the Authors Use Overlap Weighting in This Study?
Mehta et al4 used overlap weighting to achieve good balance and mini-
mize variance of the estimated association between ACEI/ARB treat-
ment and test results positive for SARS-CoV-2. Both goals were
achieved. Balance was demonstrated by reporting the overlap
weighted covariate means (or proportions) for the group that re-
ceived ACEIs/ARBs and the group that did not receive ACEIs/ARBs.
There was no difference between groups after weighting (Figure, C).
The list of covariates included risk factors related to receiving ACEI/
ARB treatment and associated with testing positive for COVID-19.
The adjusted treatment comparisons were estimated with narrow
CIs, providing strong evidence for the null result.
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How Should the Results of Overlap Weighting Be Interpreted
in This Study?
The primary results of the study by Mehta et al4 can be interpreted
just like other PS methods. That is, after adjustment for differences
in cardiovascular risk factors, 9.1% of patients who were treated with
ACEIs/ARBs tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 compared with 9.4% of
patients who were not treated with ACEIs/ARBs (odds ratio, 0.97
[95% CI, 0.81-1.15]). These estimates are measures of association be-
tween ACEI/ARB status and test positivity, with respect to a popu-
lation of patients at equipoise either to receive treatment with ACEIs/
ARBs or not and for whom all measured covariates are made similar
across treatments through overlap weighting. Bias due to unmea-
sured differences between patients who received ACEI/ARB treat-
ment vs those who did not cannot be ruled out.

Caveats to Consider When Assessing the Results
of an Overlap-Weighted Analysis
Overlap weighting creates exact balance on the mean of every mea-
sured covariate when the PS is estimated by logistic regression
(Figure, C). This is particularly important for reducing bias7; how-
ever, balance on the mean may not result in complete adjustment
for confounding on that variable. In addition, the baseline charac-
teristics table of the overlap weighted sample should be presented
(Table 2 and 3 in Mehta et al4). This table can include covariate means,
medians, interquartile ranges, or any other statistics that are useful
to understanding the population. This approach will help to dem-
onstrate which randomized clinical trial is best emulated by the
overlap weighted analysis with respect to target population, bal-
ance, and precision.
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Figure. Effect of Overlap Weighting on the Relative Contribution of 50 Simulated Patients With Different Ages and Diabetes Status
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Simulated according to the distribution of the same variables in the study by
Mehta et al.4 The bubble size reflects the relative contribution of each patient
to analysis. A, Each patient represents only themselves. Patients receiving
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) are older and more likely to
have diabetes. B, After overlap weighting some patients represent up to 3 other
patients, while others represent less than 1 other patient. C, The absolute

standardized mean difference is the absolute value of the difference in mean
between treatment groups divided by the SD. An absolute mean standardized
difference less than or equal to 0.10 indicates good balance. BMI indicates body
mass index; CAD, coronary artery disease; COPD, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease.
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